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introduction
archaeology in the past has focused largely on 
architectural features, ground plans and the ma-

terial culture that has survived. the study of non-
built spaces like streets and squares has not attracted 
much attention until fairly recently, as these open 
spaces might have appeared empty and less appeal-
ing when compared to the designed and planned 
architecture surrounding them (hartnett 2008, 91-
92). however, streets and squares are important net-
works in a settlement and represent platforms where 
all sorts of activities of urban life may have taken 
place. in an attempt to reconstruct such dynamic en-
vironments in ancient cities scholars have to rely on 
syntactic analysis tools that provide a shift from the 
static built environment represented by the archae-

ological record to the dynamics that were generat-
ed along the streets. this can be achieved with the 
help of space syntax tools that simulate past envi-
ronments. This article provides a first in-depth spa-
tial examination of the street network on olynthos’ 
north hill. first, it seeks to reconstruct the potential 
movement flows of people in the streets generated 
by the city’s spatial layout. subsequently, it looks at 
the positioning of doorways to reveal dynamics be-
tween private and public space in a smaller section 
of the hill.

the city of olynthos 
the original settlement of olynthos was located 
on the steeper south hill dating back to the fourth 
millennium bce (mylonas 1929, 1-12). accord-

the ‘livelY’ streets of classical 
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a spatial analYsis of urban life on the north hill, 
432 – 348 bce 
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ing to historical sources, the city expanded towards 
the end of the fifth century BCE due to a migration 
movement (known as the anoikismos of 432 bce) 
with the intention to form a larger and better defend-
able city in preparation for the rebellion against ath-
ens (thuc. 1.58; diod. sic. 12.34.2). however, it is 
unclear which cities or specific populations joined 
this movement and how large the flow of migrants 
must have been. the archaeological record of olyn-
thos shows how a sudden growth in population size 
around this time resulted in the construction of a 
new residential area on the north hill, laid out in 
hippodamian fashion, with avenues running north-
south and streets following an east-west direction 
(robinson and graham 1938, 13-14).1 the newly 
constructed area was, however, short-lived, as the 
army of philip ii brought about the city’s destruc-
tion in 348 bce. by then some inhabitants might 
have already left the city with their belongings in 
advance. those who remained must have been un-
doubtedly affected by the siege. 

methodology and theoretical framework 
the archaeological dataset available for the spatial 
analyses are the streets and the houses on the north 
hill of olynthos as published by robinson (1929-
1952) and cahill (2002). the theoretical frame-
work at the basis of space syntax was formulated 
by architectural and urban morphologists hillier 
and hanson (1984). the spatial boundaries for the 
analysis of movement flows are the natural contours 
of the North Hill in the west, north and east (fig. 12). 
these coincide with the possible circuit of the city’s 
fortification walls (Robinson and Graham 1938, 39-
40). the southern boundary is street –i. to recon-
struct the movement flows within Olynthos’ street 
network, an axial analysis is conducted. in this anal-
ysis the street network is divided into the least and 
longest straight lines that connect the entire street 
space. depthmap software,3 subsequently, calcu-
lates the level of accessibility and integration of all 
the lines within the network. the results are shown 
in a colour-coded map with a spectral range from 
red, for the highest integrated lines, to blue, for the 
lowest integrated lines. the integration value corre-
lates to the potential amount of pedestrians moving 

1  In this article a distinction is made between the terms 
‘street(s)’ as opposed to avenues (in italics or with a capital when it refers 
to a specific street, e.g. Street V), and ‘street(s)’ for the collection of all 
avenues and streets in general.
2  The small alleys, stenopoi, running from east to west 
in the middle of each house block are excluded from the analysis, as 
they were mainly used for drainage and not for passage (Robinson and 
Graham 1938, 33-39; Nevett 1999, 55-56). Another hypothesis is that the 
alleys serve as light sources, allowing light to enter the houses through 
windows placed along the walls (Graham 1958, 322).
3  Depthmap software is created by UCL’s Bartlett School of 
Architecture.

along each line (natural movement flows) (Hillier 
1996, 119). a visibility graph based on visual inte-
gration and a positive correlation between visibility 
and movement potential complements the findings; 
the higher the visual integration of spaces, the more 
movement they attract (stöger 2011, 194). again 
the spectral range goes from red, for the most visi-
ble areas, to blue, for the visually most segregated 
spaces. 

 next, the attention turns to an analysis 
of doorways. doorways are physical and symbol-
ic points of transition where private life opens up 
to, closes of from, and intersects with public life 
(laurence 2007; van nes 2011, 101). the location 
of doors, therefore, reflects how the urban environ-
ment was experienced and where potential activi-
ty areas of human interaction between the private 
and public sphere could have occurred. the spatial 
boundaries for this analysis are house a1 and street 
iX, avenue b, house a12 and the southern edge of 
Block A IV, and the western edge of Row A (fig. 3). 
these boundaries enclose a completely excavated 
area with sufficient data on the architectural remains 
necessary for the analysis. 

 the analysis begins with looking at the 
connection of building entrances to streets. the en-
trance can be either directly accessible to a street 
or separated from it by a fence or front yard, pro-
viding some form of seclusion and privacy. an ex-
amination of which street(s) a building connects to 
can also give information on its relation to public 
space. the number of doorways opening onto a 
street, then, directly reflects the amount of social 
activity and chances for interaction that might have 
occurred in the streets (van nes 2011, 111). for a 
comparative survey of these activity areas across 
the entire street network all streets have to be di-
vided in segments of similar lengths. by measuring 
the occurrence of doorways (number of doors per x 
meters) per segment, then, the potential activity areas 
are representatively revealed (laurence 2007, 103).           
      
 lastly, the way that entrances are posi-
tioned to each other influences the probabilities for 
social control (van nes and lopéz 2007, 23.7-23.8; 
van nes 2011, 111-113). this article, therefore, re-
ports the number of times that entrances are placed 
directly across from each other, enjoying an inter-
visibility rate of a 100 percent. this implies that the 
inhabitants might have experienced high levels of 
social control. 

http://www.inter-section.nl
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macro-scale analysis: the street network
figure 2 shows the axial map (2a) and the visibil-
ity graph (2b) resulting from depthmap. the inte-
gration value per axial line together with the street 
name that each line represents, is listed in table 1.4 

4  As the axial lines have to be straight for the analysis, 
Avenues D and E consist of more than one axial line, respectively two 
and three, since they are curved. The different segments are numbered in 
table 1 according to their position from north to south. 

the results reveal that the axial line with the highest 
integration corresponds to avenue c (line 5), fol-
lowed by avenue b (line 4). there is also a notice-
able difference between the integration values of 
streets (14 in total), representing east-west move-
ment, and the ones of avenues (9 in total), repre-
senting north-south movement. the four axial lines 
with the highest integration values are all (parts of) 

Figure 1. The macro-scale spatial system under study (after Robinson 1946, plate 271)

http://www.inter-section.nl
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avenues. this suggests that the movement of people 
in north-south direction might have exceeded move-
ment in other directions on the north hill. the vis-
ibility graph, then, demonstrates that, although the 
range of colours on the map is not far apart and there 
are only a few highly visible areas, avenue b prob-
ably had the highest visible importance compared to 
the other streets. 

movement through the city
in his book on olynthian household and city organ-
isation nicholas cahill claims that ‘one can easily 
imagine this avenue [avenue b] as a lively, bus-
tling thoroughfare with significant interaction be-
tween the household and the public streets, with the 
shops acting as intermediary spaces, accessible both 
to the stranger from without and to the household 
from within the house. this avenue thus formed 
an important commercial artery of the city, a sort 
of economic axis through the town, similar to the 
‘‘westtorstraße’’ at priene.’ (cahill 2002, 274). this 
statement is based on evidence from robinson’s ex-
cavations in 1928-1938, which excludes avenue c, 
as only a little part of it has been excavated (fig. 
1). the axial analysis, however, demonstrates that 

avenue c would have had more natural movement 
opportunities than avenue b and could therefore 
have been an even livelier thoroughfare. future ex-
cavations in and around this avenue could provide 
remarkable information as this avenue probably 
carried the bulk of movement flows. Subsequently, 
it turns out that the avenues in general were more 
prone to movement flows than the streets. this 
could suggest a good connection between the earlier 
settlement on the south hill and the newer con-
structed residential area on the north hill.

 the visibility graph reveals that the city’s 
grid does not seem to give a specifically high rate 
of visibility to one place over another. this could 
suggest an ideal of equality (isonomia) in the area’s 
organisation and, thus, perhaps between its inhab-
itants. archaeologists hoepfner and schwandner 
recognised a form of equality in the adoption of 
the so-called ‘pastas’ house type (hoepfner and 
schwandner 1994, 73). this seems, however, con-
tradicted by the housing prices in olynthos, known 
from inscriptions. These indicate significant differ-
ences between the house values (nevett 2000, esp. 
338-339; cahill 2002, 276-281). westgate argues 

Figure 2. Left: the axial analysis; Right: visibility graph (both created with Depthmap)

| the ‘lively’ streets of classical olynthos |
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that differences in wealth were not visible from 
the outside of classical houses. according to her, 
this resulted from a prejudice against the pro-
jection of economic distinctions between house-
holds, while differences in the interior were a dif-
ferent matter (westgate 2007, 239). as is known 
from olynthos’ material record, some houses 
were decorated with mosaic floors or enlarged 
by expanding into parts of neighbouring houses. 
however, equality could have been the basis for 
the construction of the north hill’s housing dis-
trict.

micro-scale analysis: doorways
the micro-scale system counts 97 front doors: 70 
single doors of little over a meter wide (72.2 per-
cent) and 27 double doors of about two meters 
width (27.8 percent). there are also 18 examples 
of a more elaborate form of the exterior doorway, 

the prothyron. this doorway is created by plac-
ing the actual entrance(s) maximum two meters 
inwards of the door aperture in the outer walls of 
the house. Prothyra create an extra, more private, 
space by distancing the door from the streetscape, 
while all other entrances in olynthos are directly 
connected to the street (nevett 2009, 80). to in-
vestigate whether doorways on certain streets are 
preferred over others, the analysis looks at the 18 
corner houses of the housing blocks, as only these 
houses were surrounded by more than one street 
(fig. 3). Out of the 45 doorways, 31 are located on 
an avenue (68.9 percent) and 14 on a street (31.1 
percent). 

 the analysis of doorway occurrences re-
veals that the lowest value of 6.188 is attributed to 
avenue a3 (tab. 2). the highest value is attributed 
to the eastern segment of street vii and measures 

Figure 3. Activity areas in the micro-scale spatial system 
(after Cahill 2002, 28 fig. 7)

reference 
number
(n = 24)

street name integration [hh]

5 avenue c 6.47143

4 avenue b 5.75238

21 avenue d (1) 3.23572

1 avenue a 3.04538

20 avenue e (1) 2.87619

3 street i 2.87619

19 street iv 2.87619

0 street –i 2.58857

8 street v 2.58857

9 street vi 2.58857

10 street vii 2.58857

11 street viii 2.58857

2 street Xi 2.46531

12 street iX 2.46531

17 street ii 2.46531

18 street iii 2.35325

22 avenue e (2) 2.25093

14 avenue e (3) 2.25093

13 street X 2.25093

15 avenue d (2) 1.99121

7 street Xiii 1.99121

16 street Xii 1.99121

23 Agora 1.39923

6 avenue a’ 1.32747
       minimum                      1.32747 

      maXimum                     6.47143

               mean                     2.71994

Table 1. Integration [HH] values of the street network

 | Elena Cuijpers |
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10.750.5 following the assumption that a higher 
concentration of doorways increases the chances 
for social interaction in public space, the analysis 
shows two areas with the highest social activity; 
first, the two middle segments of Avenue A (Av-
enue a 2, avenue a 3) and street viii; secondly, 
the eastern segments of street v and street vi and 
the two southern segments of avenue b (avenue 
b 3, avenue b 4). noteworthy is the observation 
that the number of doorways significantly increas-
es when proceeding from north to south on avenue 
b. and, although information of the eastern side 
of avenue b is lacking, the western side already 
counts 23 doorways – compared to the 27 door-
ways for the whole of avenue a. further, it can be 
noted that 27 out of the 36 shops (75 percent) are 
either part of these eight segments or immediately 
attached to them (fig. 3).6 

 

5  The southern part of Street IX has only two doorways and 
the north part of this street has not been excavated. The values so far, 
21.500 for the western segments and 0.0 for the eastern segment, deviate 
significantly from the median. They are not included in the analysis to 
achieve a clearer distinction between the other segments in the map.
6  The designations of these shops are indicated in italics in 
figure 3.

the intervisibility analysis reveals only seven in-
stances in which the doorways of opposing buildings 
enjoy an intervisibility of a hundred percent. in all 
these instances, the entrances provide access to do-
mestic spaces, as opposed to commercial spaces. the 
analysis of the doorways, therefore, suggests that the 
residents in olynthos probably experienced limited 
social control. in addition, social control could also 
have occurred through windows or by walking in the 
streets. Unfortunately, there is insufficient evidence 
to include these variables. 

the intersection between ‘private’ and ‘public’ 
space
the fact that most corner houses are connected to 
the busier avenues rather than to the quieter streets 
could have resulted out of a desire to be part of the 
social activities that might have occurred in the av-
enues. additionally, doorways do not only have a 
relation to the streets, but also to the buildings’ in-
teriors. therefore, it could also be due to the inter-
nal spatial organisation of the ‘pastas’ house type, 
which is designed in such a way that the entrance 
would ideally be placed in the south, east or west.7 
merely three houses break this ideal organization 
with an entrance on a street in the north, while they 
also have at least one entrance on the avenue pro-
viding access to a shop. was this perhaps done to 
create a spatial boundary between the building’s 
public and private space? 

 activity levels increase when going from 
the northernmost segment of avenue b towards the 
south; this strongly supports the hypothesis of a 
commercial centre, or agora, to the south of block 
a iv (robinson and graham 1938, 37; robinson 
1946, 73; nevett 1999, 55; cahill 2002, 32).8 of the 
shops, 75 percent is part of the two areas with proba-
bly highest activity. the presence of these commer-
cial spaces could, then, further reinforce the amount 
of activity, resulting in a clustering of shops within 
olynthos’ residential quarters. the fact that not all 
shops are located in these areas may indicate that 
these relied less intensively on the daily movement 
of people and the activity areas to attract customers. 
following this interpretation, one could argue that 
these shops might have been more specialized or 
unique in order to survive present competition.

7  It should be noted that the interior organisation of the 
northern houses of each block was not mirroring the one of the south, 
but exactly the same. This means that the courtyard in these houses was 
adjacent to the alley and not to the street and that one of the northern 
rooms served as the house’s entrance.
8  Also the inscriptions of housing prices mentioned before 
show a negative relationship between the property value and the distance 
from the agora. This open space has previously been identified as an area 
for military manoeuvres (Robinson and Graham 1938, 21-22) and as a 
sanctuary (Hoepfner and Schwandner 1994, 78-79).

segment
(n = 18)

length 
(meters)

front 
Doors

occurrence 
of DoorwaYs

avenue a 1 49.5 6 8.250

avenue a 2 49.5 7 7.071

avenue a 3 49.5 8 6.188

avenue a 4 49.5 6 8.250

avenue b 1 44.5 5 8.900

avenue b 2 44.5 5 8.900

avenue b 3 44.5 6 7.417

avenue b 4 44.5 7 6.357

street v west 43 5 8.600

street v east 43 7 6.143

street vi west 43 4.5 9.556

street vi east 43 6.5 6.615

street vii west 43 5 8.600

street vii east 43 4 10.750

street viii west 43 6 7.167

street viii east 43 7 6.143

street iX west 43 2 21.500

street iX east 43 0 0.0

  minimum                  6.188

 maXimum                10.750

          mean                  6.939

Table 2. Occurrence of doorways 

| the ‘lively’ streets of classical olynthos |
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conclusion 
this study provided a unique opportunity for a spatial 
examination of the north hill of olynthos in northern 
greece, using space syntax tools. the results suggest 
a strong connection between the former settlement on 
the south hill and the new one on the north hill. the 
axial analysis revealed that avenue c played a promi-
nent role within the street network and would probably 
yield a significant material culture that has not yet been 
explored. Furthermore, the analyses identified a pos-
sible ideal of equality as the guiding principles when 
the area was first developed. In addition, the doorway 
analyses offered insights into social matters, as notions 
of privacy and limited social control became apparent, 
and complementary data on olynthian shops. further 
research on the streets, and their connection to domes-
tic and commercial space is desirable to strengthen the 
observed patterns. comparisons between olynthos 
and other settlements in the region or within the wider 
scope of classical greece or even combined with the 
roman world can serve to detect larger regional simi-
larities and differences in antiquity. 
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